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Charles DARWIN – 1809-82.
Founder of the Theory of Evolution by chance and natural selection.
This theory underlies the theory of Humanism.

Celebration of the 200th anniversary year of
Darwin's birth was announced on ABC radio‘s
"Science Show". Should anyone be surprised if it
coincides with the beginning of the most disastrous
time of human history, or that it is likely there is
much worse to come?
The worst of human disasters is moral decay, we
call ours "politically correct". It is organized
around the Humanist religious philosophy, which
claims authority from Darwin's theory of creation by
"chance and natural selection" – a theory never
accepted as a scientific theory because no scientific
evidence can be found to support it.
The ‘hard' ‘sciences demand we bow to principles of
mathematical truth so what's wrong with us? Has
"Humanism's" brainwashing wiped out our ability
for analytical thinking?

True love is our inspiration, and truth of order is the
law for all planned construction! Corruption of truth
is by misled love – by pride or prejudice – it results
in corrupt behaviour and design. As Jesus told us: 'I
represent life; I represent truth!' Early last century
most scientists had the logic of mind to see this!
Today the humanist deceit has changed that balance,
and not just for science – for all of us.
The Challenge of Complexity and the futility of
chance:
Those in physical sciences should recognize their
responsibilities in relation to social order because
social order is the foundation for our intellectual
development! The collapse of our social order
endangers our humanity, as is now becoming
increasingly clear.

Let's be clear, this is not entirely Darwin's fault; it is
largely humanity's own fault for we gave ourselves
more pride in our greed and desire for easy living
than is good for our human development.

All involved with mathematics should have
supported those who long ago pointed out the faults
in the theory of creation by chance and natural
selection. All intellectuals should be exposing the
deceit of a philosophy devoid of truth. Ego cannot
change reality – intellect should not allow it to try!

But, of course, while there is life there is hope and
we can still salvage all we need to gain entrance to
the full glory of our human potential.

Note: My explanation of Intelligent Design has no
connection with others of similar claim; I include
the logic of truth.

Yes! Humanist philosophy (from birth to death) has
changed our attitude to life – indoctrination now
directs our learning from our earliest age and is
designed to undermine logic! Yes! We have now
undermined our own logical common sense.

So let's look at an article in the Natural History
magazine; the voice of The American Museum of
Natural History. The April 2002 issue featured the
special report, "Intelligent Design" as related to a
legal battle within USA education arguing for and
against; I need only comment on one point.

The whole of the Creation is constructed in a truth of
order designed for desired results! All sound
construction reflects the logical mind of its creator.
Artificial loving and living has blinded us to truth;
the logic of our planning is corrupted! It is all so
elementary! So what is this simple error in our
lives? It is not that we love life too much; it is that
we fail to love life enough to sacrifice selfish desire
to truth. Logic is essential to planning, and bias is
easily seen in family situations. So many children
would be so much better served if parents saw with
honest eyes.

Michael J. Behe.
Quote: "Every living cell contains many ultra
sophisticated molecular machines. How can we
decide whether Darwinian natural selection can
account for the amazing complexity ...?
Darwin himself set the standard when he
acknowledged, "If it could be demonstrated that any
complex organ existed which could not possibly have
been formed by numerous, successive, slight
modifications, my theory would absolutely break
down."
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If that is a true quote (Note: not contested in the
court.) we find Darwin is not an analytical thinker or
he would not have used such a statement to back up
his life’s work. Obviously there is no creation that
could not be “formed by numerous, successive, slight
modifications”, that is the nature of intelligent
creation. So the logical question is: "Could chance
assemble in that way?"
Behe used a mousetrap as example of intelligent
design, claiming that until all its parts are assembled
it is useless as a mousetrap. His counterpart argues
that each part has some use in its own right. Behe
had a valid point, but by failing to analyse logically
is countered by argument equally faulty. Note: all
combatants, court, and reporters ignored these errors.
Let the alphabet be our example: books are mainly
composed of an alphabet every letter of which can be
used to help express countless ideas. Constructions
of alphabet and numbers, or of genes, are examples
of foresight of creation! Designed for a purpose,
each needs foresight of use before they are designed
and again before becoming part of other creations.
Evolutionists claim every book could be written by
chance. In endless mixing, a ‘T’ could find itself in
front of ‘H’ and later an ‘E’ could form THE. In this
way words are formed and by similar chance the
word ‘AFTER’ might find itself in front of ‘THE’.
In this way intelligent sentences could appear; each
word is valid in its own right. This simplicity is
called ‘plausible’! Can it also be called possible?
What is convenient to ignore is that, in never-ending
random shuffle, the t&h may be separated before the
'e' is added. Individual words alone have no survival
advantage as the meaning of the sentence depends on
the context of word use.
As every student of the subject should see:
A/ Every living creature has genes that may, or
may not, be useful to maintain life-form efficiency
in limited environmental situations.
B/ 'CHANCE' is used to randomly create genetic
DAMAGE; and also to DELETE by random
damage and natural selection.
If a damaged gene is of use to the life-form in an
environment, those with this gene damaged will be
disadvantaged and the less competitive eliminated;
those with the gene undamaged survive and viability
of the life-form in this environment is not effected.

On the other hand, if the gene damaged by chance is
of no value to the life-form in its environment then
the load of unused genes is reduced and, given time,
that gene is eliminated from ALL members. Once
eliminated, it is not by chance restored even if it
comes to be needed at a later stage. Example: the
human loss of Vitamin C.
The above process (called specialization) is well
established. So whether talking of books, life-forms
or mouse traps, "principles" of creation apply. Life
is based on principles equally basic, as is the human
genome or alphabet – bits of wood or steel count for
little! For creation, order of a need must be foreseen
and arranged by intellect as needed by truth!
We need deal with only one example!
Evolution theory is in all aspects disproved so why
waste time to express variations of argument. But so
long as we believe without question of logic, logic
and evidence remains irrelevant.
Chance and natural selection combine to destroy
order, not to create it! Neither chance nor natural
selection can operate until there is a creation to
provide options for chance and selection to operate
on. These forces are very important but they have no
intelligence to appraise either past experience or
future need, nor ability to assemble as may be
needed for future service.
When our culture opens its mind to truth it will see
that there is no alternative! Life can only be created
by intelligence and those honest must admit that
when Jesus said his totality represented life and truth
He understood this – again when He said that our
God was God of those living (in spirit) not of those
dead. Until we open our minds to truth so as to
dismiss dead dogma we will not understand.
As with the challenge of Galileo all religions
(include Humanism) have this problem: they present
dead dogma. Living reality is spiritual and does not
accommodate death! But pride forbids we admit
error even as our dogma is exposed to defeat. All
religions equally evade proclaimed truths and
surrender humanity to humanist pretensions.
As also foretold, worldly wisdom is refuted – all
ignore that life is based on the order of its truth.
Criminals now run our world. Religions, bound
by dogma, are too proud to admit error; law cringes
before commercial power and allows politicians to
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ignore democracy! Justice dies because the human
mind has had its natural logic deformed.
Those who cannot doubt themselves have no faith in
truth. We cannot believe in justice without accepting
mercy: we will have to believe in spiritual life if we
are to understand physical life.
We cannot have one side without the other. In failing
to seek scientific truth to defeat the philosophy of
deceit now ruling life on earth, religions deny the
creative force for the third time – also foretold!
Albert Einstein:
"the significant problems we face cannot be solved at
the same level of thinking we were at when we
created them."
We are creating problems for ourselves because our
intellectual capacities have been deformed: we bypassed a vital crossroads in human development and
need to return to our natural abilities. Life is a force
of progression; take the road at the sign pointing to
“truth in logical intellectual reasoning”.
Yes! Indoctrination to humanist philosophy has
corrupted us! We now approach life including birth,
with an artificial love; this is now giving, from birth
onwards, false direction for our living! Yes we have
undermined our own common sense!
Looking at latest research into DNA – the double
helix – the built in controls that make life possible –
life could not begin until this remarkable system had
been designed! The order of its truth had to be
designed before creation begun. The WORD (plan),
as Scripture says, had to precede the creation.
Another (a famous inventor) is reported to have said
of some difficulty:
"This problem is too difficult for professionals, we
will have to wait for some gifted amateur to solve it".
The fact that so many technical and social problems
have been solved by the self-educated is not because
amateurs are more intelligent but because they, as
individuals, learn because of their passion for understanding the truth of their subject. These do not

accept the ‘parroting’ of words as required by
those taught learning as a memorising of given
information.
Going downhill is easy: We will only advance
when we are prepared to take responsibility

for our own governing rather than elect those
pushed by vested interests for private service.
This essay is supported by the integrated
review of the human situation (cause and
cure) at: www.gniebxbeing.org.uk
Yours sincerely,
Alan Gourley
The foresight of Arvia Mackaye Ege below is
offered in hope it may inspire others to open their
hearts and minds and speak out.

Who Will Speak
In this atomic tyranny
Of blood and brains, who frames his speech, -To leave both friend and foe so free
That manhood is evoked in each?
Who, in this bewildered hour
Of barbed intellect and strife,
Can act out of the heart’s full power,
Can forge and wield the fine edged knife
Of steeled and tempered consciousness,
To utter words so true and sharp
That they can cut the emptiness, -Can pierce like tones plucked from a harp.
This stagnant moil of reeking air,
This farce of unreality,
That dupes the people to despair
And soddens their humanity?
Who can aim the heart’s blade true
And cleave the tawdry veil asunder,
With all his human statue, who
Can speak with lightening and with thunder, -Can walk erect, wide eyed with death,
And walking, foil the wraiths of terror
Can summon thoughts with living breath
To grapple with the hordes of error?
And when the faithful are accused,
The wise deserted and denied,
When the humble are abused,
The free beset from every side.
Who will speak in such an hour,
Who, in face of shame and death,
Will act out of the heart’s full power,
Speak the truth with living breath.
Arvia Mackaye Ege

